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In this paper, we find the average value of the quadratic twists of automorphic
L-functions over a function field. The main tools used are the theory of metaplectic
forms and the RankinSelberg method. A new sieve technique has been developed
to compute the average value of the square free twists of the automorphic L-functions.
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INTRODUCTION
In Sections 302 and 304 of the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae [5, 6], Gauss
makes two conjectures about the average value of the class number of
binary quadratic forms over Z. We can state these conjectures in the more
modern form as
Average h(D)r
2?
7‘(3)
|D|12 (D<0) (0.1)
Average h(D) } log =D r
?2
12‘(3)
D12 (D>0), (0.2)
where h(D) is the narrow class number of the order of discriminant D
contained in the quadratic field Q(- D). For D>0, =D is the smallest unit
in the integer ring of Q(- D) such that =D>1 and NQ(- D)Q(=D)=1. Here
the average value is taken over all D#0, 1 (mod 4) which are not perfect
squares. The conjecture (0.1) was first proved by Lipschitz [19], then
improved by Mertens [20] and Vinogradov [27]. Siegel [24] was the first
to prove the conjecture (0.2). This result was further improved by Shintani
[23].
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Let D#0, 1 (mod 4) and not a perfect square. We consider the following
Dirichlet character /D ,
/D(n)=\Dn + , (0.3)
and define the quadratic L-function
L(s, /D)= :

n=1
/D(n) n&s. (0.4)
Then by Dirichlet’s class number formula [17], we can understand the
conjectures (0.1) and (0.2) as the average values of L(1, /D) over 0<
&D<x and 0<D<x respectively.
The problem of averaging L(s, /D) at the other values of s besides s=1
was handled in the paper of Takhtadzjan and Vinogradov [26].
All papers mentioned so far only dealt with the average values over
all discriminants. The problem of averaging L(s, /D) over fundamental
discriminants was considered relatively recently. In 1979, Goldfeld and
Viola published some conjectures [9]. Jutila [14] was the first to prove
the conjecture at s=12 (the center of the critical strip). In 1985, Goldfeld
and Hoffstein [7], using Eisenstein series of 12-integral weight, proved a
result valid for all s with Re s 12. In 1992, Hoffstein and Rosen [12]
showed a similar result over function fields.
The next step is then to obtain mean value theorems for quadratic twists
of arbitrary L-functions associated to an automorphic form. As an example,
let f be a new form over Q with the associated L-series defined as L(s, f )=
n=1 an n
&s, where an is the Fourier coefficient of f, and let
L(s, f, /D)= :

n=1
an /D(n) n&s. (0.5)
We are now interested in averaging L(s, f, /D) over squarefree D. By
traditional analytic number theoretic methods, Iwaniec [13] obtained the
first result of this kind in 1990, namely
:
n square free
n#a (mod N)
L$ \12, f, /n+ F \
x
n+=c1x+O(x1&$), (0.6)
where F(xn) is a smoothing function with compact support. In 1991,
Murty and Murty [21] proved a similar result with the smoothing function
F(xn) of Iwaniec removed but the result had a somewhat weaker error
term.
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In this work we will obtain the mean value of quadratic twists of auto-
morphic L-functions over function fields. This is the first result of this kind
of function fields and has a better error term than [21], also with F(xn)
removed when compared to [13].
Let F be a finite field of q elements and let A be its polynomial ring, i.e.
A=F[T]. Let |ab|=qdeg a&deg b be the norm on the quotient field of A.
Let k be the quotient field of A, i.e. a rational function field. Let k be the
completion of the quotient field with respect to | |, i.e., k=F((T&1)). The
element ?=T&1 is a local uniformizing parameter, i.e., |?|=q&1 and
ord ?=1. Let O be the integer ring of k , i.e., O=F[[T&1]], and O*
be the units of O .
Let f be an automorphic form of the double coset space 10(N0)"GKZ,
where G=GL(2, k), K=GL(2, O), Z are scalars, and 10(N0)=[( ac
b
d) #
GL(2, L) | N0 | c]. We may introduce the concepts of old form and new form
in this setting which will be similar to those in the classical AtkinLehmer
Theory [1]. Roughly speaking, and old form comes from forms of smaller
level and a new form is orthogonal to the space of old forms. We will make
use of a basic fact that if f is a new form then it has a transformation formula
as follows:
f \\ 0N0
&1
0 +\
y
0
x
1++==f \\
y
0
&x
1 ++ where ==\1. (0.7)
However, in this paper we will use the word ‘‘new form’’ to mean an eigen
new form, that is, a new form which is also an eigen function of all Hecke
operators (refer to [29] for Hecke operators).
Let f have a Fourier expansion
f \\y0
x
1++= :m # A
am
|m| 12
Wf (?&2my) 9(mx),
where Wf (my) is the Whittaker function of f and 9 is a certain additive
character. Let L(s, f )=m # A, m monic (am|m| s). It is well known that L(s, f )
had a functional equation as s [ 1&s. Let L(s, f, /)=m # A, m monic (am/(m)
|m| s) be the series L(s, f ) twisted by the character /. With this setup we are
now in a position to state our main theorems.
Theorem 1. Suppose f is an automorphic form on the double coset space
10(N)"GL(2, k)GL(2, O) } Z, and L(s, f ) is the corresponding L-series.
We denote by L(s, f, /~ M) the series L(s, f ) twisted by the quadratic character
/~ M=( vM). Let f be a new form and let the Fourier coefficients of f be
normalized so that the functional equation of L(s, f ) goes from s  1&s.
If there exists a quadratic character / such that the sign of the functional
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equation of L(s, f, /) is not equal to &1, then there are infinitely many
quadratic characters /~ M such that
L( 12 , f, /~ M ){0.
Theorem 2. Suppose f is a GL(2) automorphic form over a rational
function field. Then
:
M monic
(M, N0)=1
M square-free
deg (M)=n
L( 12 , f, /M )=CN0 L(1, f, 
2) qn+O(q(n2)(1+$)),
where q is the number of elements in the ground field, N0 is the level of f,
$>1, f is normalized as above, and L(1, f, 2) is the value of the symmetric
square L-function of f at 1. The constant CN0 is nonzero and is dependent on
q and N0 , but is independent of f and n.
Theorem 1 is one of the many nonvanishing theorems proved so far. The
study of the nonvanishing of quadratic twists was started by Goldfeld et al.
[8], and in greater generality by Waldspurger [28]. This was later
complemented by work of Bump, et al. [24] using metaplectic Eisenstein
series and the RankinSelberg method. The nonvanishing of cubic twists
was studied by Lieman [18] and She [22].
A new method of studying the average behaviour of general twists of
L-series of a GL(2) form f was recently introduced in [4]. This method
involves the convolution of f with a metaplectic Eisenstein series at cusp 0
on the double cover of GL(2). That is, one studies
L \s, fE0 \ v , w2++ . (0.8)
Roughly speaking, this convolution gives a Dirichlet series of the form

anL(w, /n)
ns
, (0.9)
where an are the Fourier coefficients of f. Note that the Fourier coefficients
of the metaplectic Eisenstein series involve quadratic twists of L-series
L(w, /n). Basically this is the main reason that makes these Eisenstein series
so interesting. Substituting the infinite sum (0.4) for the quadratic L-series
L(w, /n), and then interchanging the order of summation, (0.9) becomes
remarkably the series
:
n#a (mod N)
L(s, f, /n)
nw
(0.10)
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after some simple sieving with certain shifts in s, w. Thus by studying the
convolutions as in (0.8), one gets the averaging behaviour of L(s, f, /n),
such as the nonvanishing theorems. Now, over function fields, it is possible
to use this idea to obtain mean value results because there are no
archimedean factors. These archimedean factors causes overwhelming
difficulties to compute similar results over number fields. Furthermore, in
this work we develop a new square free sieve technique. The key point of
this technique is that the summation over square free elements can be written
as a linear combination of summations over different congruence classes.
That is, using this seiving, one may have analytic information about
:
n square free
L(s, f, /n)
nw
(0.11)
and so work out the average value of square free quadratic twists of
L-functions.
These theorems have applications, for example, to elliptic curves. Because
the ShimuraTaniyama conjecture is completely solved over function fields
[10], the L-function of an elliptic curve corresponds to that of a GL(2)
automorphic form. Theorem 1 implies that there are infinitely many curves
of rank zero in a family of quadratic twists. Theorem 2 may also be applied
to the case of elliptic curves, to obtain information about the various
invariants associated to the curves.
In order to keep this paper of a reasonable length, many details have
been supressed. A longer version is available on request.
I warmly thank my adviser Jeffrey Hoffstein for his advice and many
helpful suggestions. All of the results here have also been reported on in the
author’s Brown University doctoral thesis. The author thanks the referee
for the valuable comments.
1. THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF THE EISENSTEIN SERIES
OVER A FUNCTION FIELD
In this section we will first describe the setting for the Eisenstein series
over a function field. Then we will construct the metaplectic Eisenstein
series, discuss the transformation properties that hold for such a series, and
then calculate the Fourier expansion of the series.
Let F be a finite field of q elements and let A be its polynomial ring, i.e.,
A=F[T]. We assume that q=prime#1(4). Let |ab|=qdeg a&deg b be the
norm on the quotient field of A. Let k be the completion of the quotient
field of A with respect to | |, i.e., k=F((T&1)). The element ?=T&1 is
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a local uniformizing parameter, i.e., |?|=q&1 and ord ?=1. Let O be the
integer ring of k , i.e., O=F[[T&1]] and O* be the units of O .
Let G=GL(2, k) and 1=SL(2, A), K=GL(2, O) be its subgroup.
Define 10(N)=[g # SL(2, A) | g=( ac
b
d), N | c], Z=[(
?n
0
0
?n) | n a rational
integer] and K0(?)=[g } z | z # Z, g=( ac
b
d) # K ? | c]. Let H=[(
y
0
x
1) | y # M,
x # k], where M=[a # k | a monic]. We have the decomposition
G=HKZ.
We will denote the metaplectic two cover with  . Let G =[(g, =) | g # G,
==\1], then the multiplication on G is given as follows:
If (g1 , =1) and (g2 , =2) are two elements in G , then
(g1 , =1)_(g2 , =2)=(g1g2 , =1=2 _(g1 , g2)). (1.1)
Here, the 2-cocycle _ is given by _(g1 , g2)=(X(g1g2)X(g1), X(g1 g2)
2X(g2)), where if g1=( ac
b
d), then X(g1)=c, if c{0; d, otherwise, and 2 is
the determinant of g2 . Refer to [12]. For k # K, define s(k)=(c, 2d ), if
c{0, c{unit; 1, otherwise, where 2=det k, ( v , v ) is the Hilbert symbol.
Let K =[(k, s(k)) | k # K].
For $ # 1, define Kubota symbol
}($)={\
2&1d
c + , when c{0, c{unit; (1.2)
1 otherwise,
where ( v v ) is the function quadratic symbol. Let 1 =[($, }($)) | $ # 1].
For more about ( v , v ), ( v v ), }($), and s(k), refer to [16, 11].
It is shown by Kubota [15] that } : 1  G and s : K  G are both
homomorphisms. Let H =[(h, =) | h # H, ==\1] and Z =[(z, 1) | z # Z].
We have an Iwasawa decomposition on G =H } K } Z . For any g # G , there
are k # K , h # H , z # Z , such that g=hkz=((( y0
x
1), =)(k, s(k))((
Tn
0
0
T n), 1)).
Let N be a monic polynomial in A and / be a character mod N. Define
Is(g~ )=Is \\\y0
x
1+ , =+ (k, s(k)) \\
T n
0
0
T n+ , 1++
=| y | s =/^(k) (1.3)
where for k=( ac
b
d) # K,
/^(k)={ 0,/ (leading coefficient of d ),
if ? |3 c,
when ? | c.
(1.4)
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Define
E, /(z, s)=
1
(q&1)
:
$ # 1"1 0(N)
Is(($, }($))(z, 1)) /~ ($) (1.5)
and
E0, /(z, s)=
_(|N , z)
(q&1)
:
$ # 1 "1 0(N)
Is(($, }($))(|Nz, 1)) /~ ($) (1.6)
where $=( ab
b
d), /~ ($)=/(d ), and |N=( N
&1). Thus
E0, /(z, s)=_(|N , z) E, /(|Nz, s).
The Eisenstein series then has the transformation formula
E0, /($z#, s)=}($) /N($) _($, z#) s(#) _(z, #) /^(#) /~ ($) E0, /(z, s), (1.7)
where $ # 10(N), # # K0(?), z # GL2(k), and /N=(N v ).
Define 9(x)=exp((2?i tr a&1)p), where x=i ai?i, ai # F, and
tr: F  Fp is the trace from F to the prime field. It is easily checked that 9
is an additive character on k and that ?&2A is the dual of A with respect
to 9. Since E0, /(( y0
x+a
1 ), s)=E0, /((
y
0
x
1), s), for any a # A, E0, /(z, s) has a
Fourier expansion as follows.
Theorem 1.1. Let the Fourier expansion of Eisenstein series be of the
form
E0, /(z, s)=C0(s, y)+ :
m{0
m # ?&2A
Cm(s, y) 9(mx).
Then, for m{0
Cm(s, y )=|N|&s | y| 1&s F(s, m) Ws(my)
F(s, m)=
LN(2s&1, (m0  v )(N v ) /)
LN(4s&1, /2)
a(s, m0m21) (1.8)
a(s, m0m21)= :
d1d 2d3=m1
/(d22d3) \d
2
2d3
N + |d2 | 2&4s /m0(d3) |d3 | 1&2s
where
LN(s, /)= :
m # A
(m, N)=1
m monic
/(m)
|m| s
,
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and for u # O* and n0,
Ws(u?2n)=q2n(1&2s) _&q&2s+(1&q&1) q(n+1)(2s&1) q
n(1&2s)&qn(2s&1)
q1&2s&q2s&1 &
Ws(u?2n+1)=q(2n+1)(1&2s) _q&2s+12(sgn u)+(1&q&1) qn(2s&1)
_
qn(1&2s)&qn(2s&1)
q1&2s&q2s&1 & .
Note that Ws(u?n)=0, for n<0. When m=0, we have
C0(s, y)=| y| s+| y| 1&s q |N|&s
LN(4s&2, /2)
LN(4s&1, /2)
(1&q&1)
q1&2s
1&q2(1&2s)
. (1.9)
Proof. It follows after a tedious but routine computation as in [12].
The following proposition deals with the Whittaker function of f.
Proposition 1.2. Let f be an automorphic form defined on the double
coset space 10(N0)"GK } Z. Let f be a new form and also let f be normalized
to have a functional equation from s  1&s. Let us suppose that the eigen-
value of f for the infinite Hecke operator is 14+t2. The infinite Hecke
operator is analogous to the Laplacian in the number field case (see [We]
for details). Then the Whittaker function of f is given by
Wf (u?;)={
q(s&12)(;+1)&q(12&s)(;+1)
q(s&12)&q(12&s)
, ;0,
(1.10)
0 ;<0,
where s=12+it, t is a real number.
Proof. The Whittaker function of f is the same as the Whittaker func-
tion of the Eisenstein series which shares the same eigenvalue of the infinite
Hecke operator with f. Define the Eisenstein series as
E(z, s)=
1
q&1
:
$ # 1"G
Is($z), where Is \\y0
x
1+ k+=| y| s, k # K.
Computing the Fourier expansion of the above Eisenstein series, the
Proposition 1.2 follows.
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2. THE RANKIN SELBERG CONVOLUTION
2.1. The Convolution as a Dirichlet Series
Let f be an automorphic form on the double coset space 10(N0)"GKZ,
where G=GL(2, k), K=GL(2, O), and Z=+I, with + # [?n | n # Z] and
I=( 10
0
1). Let f have a Fourier expansion
f \\y0
x
1++= :m # ?&2A a$mWf (my) 9(mx)
= :
m # A
am
|m| 12
Wf (?&2my) 9*(mx), (2.1)
where am|m| 12=a$?&2m , 9*(mx)=9(?&2mx), and Wf (my) is the
Whittaker function of f, see Proposition 1.2.
For : # F*, sgn :=1, i.e. : is a square, it is easily checked that am=a:m .
For : # F*, with sgn :=&1, define a linear operator D: , on the space
of all automorphic forms f on 10(N0)"GKZ.
D: f (z)= f \\:0
0
1+ z+ . (2.2)
Then D2:=I. Thus the space of f can be decomposed into the direct sum
of two eigenspaces with respect to the eigenvalues =~ of D: , where =~ =\1.
If f is in the eigenspace with eigenvalue =~ =1, then f is called an even
function. If f is in the eigenspace with eigenvalue =~ =&1, f is called an odd
function. We have
a:m==~ am
={am&am
if f is a even function
if f is a odd function.
(2.3)
Further, we assume f to be a new form. It is an eigenfunction of Hecke
operators and has a transformation formula as follows (refer to Weil [29]
for Hecke operators):
f \\ 0N0
&1
0 +\
y
0
x
1++==f \\
y
0
&x
1 ++ where ==\1. (2.4)
Let N be any element of A such that N0 | N, / is a char mod N.
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Now consider the RankinSelberg convolution of the form
R/( f, s, w)=|
kA
|
M
E0, /(z, s2+14) } f (z) } | y| w+s2&14
dx dy
| y| 2
= :
m # A \|M W(s2+14)(?
&2my) Wf (?&2my) | y|w+s2&54
dy
| y|+
_|N|&(s2+14) F(s, m)
am
|m| 12
|m| s2&34. (2.5)
Define
G+(s, w)=G+=|
M
| y|w+s2&54 W(s2+14)( y) Wf ( y)
dy
| y|
,
(2.6)
G&(s, w)=G&=|
: 0M
| y |w+s2&54 W(s2+14)( y ) Wf ( y)
dy
| y |
,
where :0 is fixed and sgn :0=&1. And
D+= :
sgn m=1
m # A
|m| &w amF(s, m)
(2.7)
D&= :
sgn m=&1
m # A
|m|&w amF(s, m).
Then (2.5) becomes
R/( f, s, w)=|N| &(s2+14) (D+G++D&G&). (2.8)
Now let us apply a change of summation to the series D+
D+= :
sgn m=1
m # A
|m| &w amF(s, m)
=
q&1
2
:
m=m0m
2
1
m monic
am0m 21 LN(s, /m0N/)
|m0m21 |
w LN(2s, /2)
a(s, m0m21). (2.9)
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Continuing,
D+=
(q&1)
2LN(2s, /2)
:
m=m0m
2
1
m0, m1 monic
am 0m21
|m0m21 |
w :
n monic
n # A
/(n) \m0 Nn +
|n| s
a(s, m0m21)
=
(q&1)
2LN(2s, /2)
:
m0 sq free
m0, d1, d 2, d 3 monic
am 0d21d 22d 23
|m0d21 d
2
2d
2
3 |
w
_ :
n monic
/(n) \m0 Nn + /(d22d3) \
d2d3
N + |d2 |1&2s /m 0(d3) |d3 | &s +(d3)
|n| s
.
(2.10)
Further, simplifying the above summation, in a manner similar to [3], we
have
D+=
(q&1)
2LN(2s, /2)
:
M, d2 monic
/(Md22 ) |d2 |
&2w
|Md 22 |
s \NM+ :
(m, M)=1
m monic
amd 22
|m|w \
m0
M+ .
(2.11)
It can be checked that
:
(m, M)=1
M monic
amd22
|m|w \
m0
M+=L(w, f, /~ M) ‘
p r & d2
p | d2
\ap2r&\ pM+ | p| &w ap 2r&1+ ,
(2.12)
where /~ M(V)=(VM).
Also, if sgn :0=&1 we know that a: 0md22==~ amd 22 , where =~ =1 if f is even,
&1 if f is odd. We can deal with D& in a similar way.
Substituting (2.12) in (2.11), then (2.11) and (2.8), we obtain
Proposition 2.2.
R/( f, s, w)=|N|&(s2+14)
(q&1)
2LN(2s, /2)
:
M, d2 monic
/(Md 22) |d2 |
&2w+1
|Md 22 |
s \NM+
_L(w, f, /~ M) {(d2) _G++\:0M+ =~ G&& , (2.13)
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where
{(d2)= ‘
pr & d2
p | d 2
\ap 2r&\ pM+ | p|&w ap2r&1+, (2.14)
and G+ , G& are the convolutions of the Whittaker functions as defined in
(2.6).
2.2. Residue at s=1
In this section, we are first going to compute the theta series, then
compute the residue of the RankinSelberg integral R/( f, s, w) at the
relevant points.
Recall the Fourier expansion of E0, /(z, s)=m # ?&2A Cm(s, y) e(mx),
given in Theorem 1.1. Changing the s variable s  s2+ 14 , we have
E0, /(z, s2+14)=C0(s2+14, y )
+ :
m{0
m # ?&2A
|N|&(s2+14)
LN(s, (m0  v )(N v ) /)
LN(2s, /2)
a(s, m0 m21)
_| y| 1&(s2+14) W(s2+14)(my) 9(mx).
We see that E0, /(z, s2+14) will be analytic at s=1 except when
/=( vN$), N$ # A, N$ monic, N$ | N. This is because L(s, /) has a pole at
s=1 only when / is trivial.
Let /=/~ N$=( vN$) and N"=square free part of N$N. We see that the
residue of Cm(s, y)=0 unless m=N"k2. Therefore we obtain a pole at s=1
only when m=N"k2, and all other terms in the Fourier expansion are
holomorphic at s=1. It is easily checked that a(1, N"k2)=1.
We define a theta series as follows:
3/N $(z)=Ress=1
E0, /N (z, s2+14)
={~ N :
k monic
k # A
|N"k2|&14 W34(N"k2y?&2) 9*(N"k2x), (2.14)
where
{~ N=
q |N|&34
(log q) ‘(2)
‘
p | N \1+
1
| p|+ . (2.15)
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For /=/~ N$=( vN$), E0, /(z, s2+14) will have another pole at s=1+?i
log q. This is because L(s, (:0 v ))=L(s, (&1)deg v ) has a pole at s=1+?i
log q for any :0 , such that sgn :0=&1. We define another theta series as
follows:
3 /N$ (z)= Ress=1+?ilog q
E0, /(z, s2+14)
={~ N :
k monic
k # A
|N"k2|&14 W34(:0 N"k2y?&2) 9*(N"k2x). (2.16)
Now let us start to compute the residue of R/( f, s, w) at s=1. Then
Res
s=1
R/~ N$ ( f, s, w)=|M Ress=1 (E0, /(z, s2+14)) f (z) | y|
(w+12&14) dy
| y| 2
={~ N |
M
:
k monic
k # A
|N"k2|&14 W34(N"k2y?&2).
_
aN"k 2
|N"k2| 12
} Wf (?&2N"k2y) | y| (w+12&14&2) dy
={~ N :
k monic
k # A
aN"k2
|N"k2|w
G+(1, w). (2.17)
Similarly,
Res
s=1+?ilog q
R/ N$ ( f, s, w)={~ :
k monic
k # A
a: 0N"k2
|N"k2| w
G&(1, w). (2.18)
new we can sieve over all characters mod N. Choose (a, N)=1 and a
monic. We define
Rf (s, w, a)=
1
8(N)
:
/
/(a) /N(a)
|N| (s2+14) 2LN(2s, /2)
(q&1)
R/N ( f, s, w) (2.19)
where 8(N) is the number of characters mod N.
The residue of Rf (s, w, a) at s=1, substituting (2.17), is
Res
s=1
Rf (s, w, a)=
{(N)
8(N)
:
N" | N
N" sq free monic \
N"
a + :
k monic
k # A
aN"k2
|N"k2|w
G+(1, w), (2.20)
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where
{(N)=
2q
(q&1) log q
‘
p | N \1+
1
| p|+
‘N(2)
‘(2)
. (2.21)
Set
EN(w, a)= :
N" | N
N" sq free monic \
N"
a + :
k monic
k # A
aN"k 2
|N"k2|w
. (2.22)
Then
Res
s=1
Rf (s, w, a)=
{(N)
8(N)
} EN(w, a) } G+(1, w). (2.23)
New let us simplify EN(w, a) further. As an L-function of w, EN(w, a) is
multiplicative. The p-factor for p | N is
:

l=0
ap2l
| p2l| w
+\pa+
ap2l+1
| p2l+1| w
=\1&\pa+ :p | p| &w+
&1
\1&\pa+ ;p | p|&w+
&1
.
(2.24)
And the p-factor for p |3 N is
:

l=0
ap2l
| p2l| w
=(1&:2p | p|
&2w)&1 (1&;2p | p|
&2w)&1 (1+| p| &2w). (2.25)
In (2.24), (2.25) we used the Hecke relation ap 2l=(:2l+1p &;
2l+1
p )
(:p&;p).
Thus, we have
EN(w, a)= ‘
p | N \1&\
p
a+ :p | p|&w+
&1
\1&\pa+ ;p | p|&w+
&1
_ ‘
p |3 N
(1&:2p | p|
&2w)&1 (1&;2p | p|
&2w)&1 (1+| p|&2w). (2.26)
Summarising the result in this section, we have
Proposition 2.3.
Res
s=1
Rf (s, w, a)=
{(N)
8(N)
} EN(w, a) } G+(1, w),
Res
s=1+?ilog q
Rf (s, w, a)=
{(N)
8(N)
} =~ } EN(w, a) } G&(1, w),
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where
EN(w, a)= ‘
p | N \1&\
p
a+ :p | p|&w+
&1
\1&\pa+ ;p | p|&w+
&1
_ ‘
p |3 N
(1&:2p | p|
&2w)&1 (1&;2p | p|
&2w)&1 (1+| p|&2w),
where G\ are convolutions of Whittaker functions.
2.3. Residue at s=2&2w
From the definition of R/( f, s, w), we can see that R/( f, s, w) has a pole
at s=2&2w. We are going to compute its residue in this section.
R/( f, s, w)=|
M
|
kA
E0, /(z, s2+14) f (z) | y| (w+s2&14)
dx dy
| y| 2
=|
D
E0, /(z, s2+14) f (z) E, / /N(z, w+s2&14) d+.
Changing variables z  |N z, we have then changed E0, /(z, s) to E, /(z, s)
and E, /(z, s) to E0, /(z, s). Hence we have the following:
R/( f, s, w)=|
D
E, /(z, s2+14) f (|Nz) E0, / /N(z, w+s2&14) d+
=|
M
|
kA
| ys2+14| f (|N z) E0, / /N(z, w+s2&14)
dx dy
| y| 2
.
(2.27)
For /=( vN$), N$ | N, and N$ monic and square free, we have / =/=
( vN$), L(s, //N)=L(s, (N$N v )). Let N"=sq free part of N$NN=sq free
part of N$=N$. Recalling (2.18), we have
Res
s=2&2w
E0, / /N(z, w+s2&14)={~ N :
k monic
k # A,
|N"k2| &14 W34(N"k2y?&2)
_9*(N"k2x). (2.28)
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To find the Fourier expansion of f (|Nz), recall that f (|N0)==f ((
y
0
&x
1 )),
using the fact that |N=|N0(
N1
0
0
1), so we have
f (|Nz)==f \\N1y&N1x0 1 ++
== :
m # A
am
|m| 12
Wf (?&2mN1y) 9*(m(&N1x))
== :
m # A
am
|m| 12
Wf (?&2mN1y) 9*(mN1x). (2.29)
Substituting both the above Fourier expansions, (2.28) and (2.29), into
Ress=2&2w R/( f, s, w), we have
Res
s=2&2w
R/( f, s, w)={~ N= :
k monic
m # A
mN1=N"k2
am
|m| 12 |M |N"k
2|&s2+12 W34( y) Wf ( y)
_| y| (s2&34)
dy
| y|
={~ N= :
k monic
m # A
mN 1=N"k2
am
|m| s2
|N1 | &s2+12 G+(1, s2), (2.30)
where G+(s, w) as in (2.6).
Let d=sq free part of N1 N$. Then mN1=N$k2  m=dn2, n # A and n is
monic. Also, when N$ runs over N$ | N, N$ monic, N$ sq free, then d runs
over the same set. Therefore, summation over mN1=N$k2, is the same as
over m=dn2. Thus, we can write (2.30) as
Res
s=2&2w
R/( f, s, w)={~ N= :
n # A, monic
m=dn2
adn2
|dn2| 1&w
|N1 |&12+w G+(1, 1&w)
(2.31)
Substituting this result to compute the residue of Rf (s, w, a), as defined in
(2.19), we have
Res
s=2&2w
Rf (s, w, a)=
1
8(N)
:
N$ sq free
N$ | N, N$ monic \
N$N
a + {~ N= :
n # A, monic
m=dn 2
adn2
|dn2| 1&w
_|N1 |&12+w G+(1, 1&w).
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Summation over N$ is the same as over d. Thus,
Res
s=2&2w
Rf (s, w, a)=
1
8(N)
:
d sq free
d monic, d | N \
d
a+\
N1N
a + {~ N= :
n # A, monic
m=dn2
adn2
|dn2| 1&w
_|N1 |&12+w G+(1, 1&w).
As N=N0N1 ,
Res
s=2&2w
Rf (s, w, a)=
{~ N
8(N)
= \N0a + :
d sq free
d monic, d | N \
d
a+ :
n # A, monic
m=dn2
adn 2
|dn2| 1&w
_|N1 | &12+w G+(1, 1&w).
Now
:
d sq free
d monic, d | N \
d
a + :
n # A, monic
m=dn2
adn2
|dn2| 1&w
=EN(1&w, a).
Then we have
Proposition 2.4.
(i) Res
s=2&2w
Rf (s, w, a)=
{(N)
8(N)
= |N1 | &12+w
_\N0a + EN(1&w, a) G+(1, 1&w)
(2.32)
(ii) Res
s=2&2w&?ilog q
Rf (s, w, a)=
{(N)
8(N)
=~ = |N1 |&12+w
_\N0a + EN(1&w, a) G&(1, 1&w).
(2.33)
The result at s=2&2w&?ilog q is obtained in a similar manner to that
at s=2&2w.
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3. AVERAGE VALUE OF QUADRATIC TWISTS OF L-FUNCTIONS
WITHOUT SQUARE FREE SEIVE
By Proposition 2.2 we have
Rf (s, w, a)= :
Md22#a(N)
M, d 2 monic
|d2 |&2w+1
L(w, f, /~ M) {(d2)
|Md 22 |
s _G+\:0M+ =~ G&&
=_G++\:0a + =~ G&& :k#a(N)
L(w, f, /~ k)
|k| s
Af (k)
=_G++\:0a + =~ G&& :k#a(N)
Bf (w, k)
|k| s
, (3.1)
where
Bf (w, k)=L(w, f, /~ k) Af (k)
(3.2)
Af (k)= :
d22 | k
|d2 | &2w+1 {(d2) ‘
p |% a2
p | kd22
Lp(w, f, /~ kd 22)
and Lp(w, f, /) is the p component of L(w, f, /).
Let
a(w, n)= :
k#a(N)
deg k=n
Bf (w, k) (3.3)
Define a power series
Z(t)= :

n=0
a(w, n) tn, (3.4)
where t=q&s. Then integrating in a circle around zero, we obtain
a(w, n)=
1
2?i ||t|=q&2
Z(t)
tn+1
dt. (3.5)
This integral converges absolutely, as it corresponds to Re s=2. We will
move the line of integration out to a circle corresponding to Re s<0. Here
we will use the functional equation to reflect Z(t) back into the region of
absolute convergence and estimate the shifted integral. We pick up the
residues at the poles as we move across them. After shifting to |t|=
q2w&1+$ 0, for a fixed $0>0, we obtain
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a(w, n)=& :
1+?ilog q, 2&2w+?ilog q
q=1, 2&2w
q:(n+1K(:, w)+
1
2?i |
$ 0>0
|t|=q 2w&1+$ 0
Z(t)
tn+1
dt.
(3.6)
Here K(:, w) denotes the residue of Z(t) as s=:.
We will now compute the residues K(:, w). We have
Z(t)= :
k#a(N)
Bf (w, k)
|k| s
=
Rf (s, w, a)
G++(:0a) =~ G&
. (3.7)
By Proposition 2.3, we have
Res
s=1
Z(t)=K(1, w)=Res
s=1
Rf (s, w, a)
[G++(:0 a) =~ G&]
=
{(N)
8(N)
EN(w, a) G+(1, w)
[G++(:0 a) =~ G&]
. (3.8)
Similarly, one has the residues of Z(t) for 2&2w, 1+?ilog q, 2&2w+
?ilog q.
Putting this together we get
Proposition 3.1.
:
k#a(N)
deg k=n
Bf (w, k)=&q (n+1)
{(N)
8(N)
EN(w, a) G+(1, w)
[G++(:0 a) =~ G&]
=\q(2&2w)(n+1) {(N)8(N)
EN(1&w, a) G+(1, 1&w)
[G++(:0a) =~ G&]
_= \N0a + |N1 |&12+w+
&q(1+?ilog q)(n+1)
{(N)
8(N)
EN(w, a) G&(1, w)
[G++(:0 a) =~ G&]
&\q(2&2w+?ilog q)(n+1) {(N)8(N)
EN(1&w, a) G&(1, 1&w)
[G++(:0 a) =~ G&]
_= \N0a + |N1 |&12+w++Error, (3.9)
where Error=(12?i) $0>0, |t|=q2w&1+$ 0 (Z(t)t
n+1) dt.
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We have the following bound for the error term.
Proposition 3.2. The error term of Proposition 3.1 is as follows:
|Error|RO(C ^(N) } |N| &1),
where C is a constant dependent only on q and ^(N) is the number of prime
factors of N.
Proof. For reasons of space, we will only outline this difficult calculation.
First, we need the functional equation of the Eisenstein series, that is, we
require the precise form of the scattering matrix. If N=> peii , then the
scattering matrix of 10(N) is of the form }8pie i (s), where } is the matrix
tensor product. For the definition of matrix tensor product see [25].
8p ie i (s) is the scattering matrix of 10( p
ei
i ).
For 10( pe ii ), ei2, there are | pi |+| pi |
e i&2 cusps. Thus, 8pi
e
i is a matrix
of the size ( | pi |+| pi | e i&2)_(| pi |+| pi | ei&2).
Here is the exact form of the scattering matrix for 10( pi). 8pi=( DE
E
F)
where D = | pi | 1&4s ( | pi | & 1)1 & | pi | 1&4s, E = | pi |&s (1 & | pi | 2&4s)
(1&| pi | 1&4s), F=| pi |&2s( | pi |&1)(1&| pi | 1&4s). Thus we can write the
precise functional equation for the Eisenstein series.
Using this functional equation, we move the line of integration in the
error term, refer to (3.9), to where the integrand coverges absolutely,
namely from the line Re s=1&2w&$0 to Re s=1+$0 .
Then R/( f, s, w) becomes a summation of the following type:
R/( f, s, w)=:
i, j
ui (s2+14) vj (w+s2&14) ||
D
Ei, /(z, 34&s2)
_f (z) E, / /N(z, 54&w&s2)
dx dy
| y| 2
, (3.10)
where i, j run over all cusps of 10(N), and ui ( v ), vj ( v ) are entries of the
scattering matrix. Note that Z(t) in fact is a linear combination of the form
R/( f, s, w), refer to (3.7) and (2.19).
Further, to give a bound to (3.10), note that we can give a bound, which
only depends on N, to the entries of the scattering matrix at the point of
interest. Now to deal with the integrals in (3.10), we may apply the routine
of the proof of Proposition 2.2 to exchange the order of summation of the
Dirichlet series. Then applying the Ramanujan conjecture and the Riemann
hypothesis for curves (these are completely known for function fields),
we get a bound for the integrals within the summation in (3.10). Thus we
complete the proof.
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4. THE MAIN THEOREMS
Theorem 4.1 (The Non-vanishing Theorem). Suppose f is a auto-
morphic form on the double coset space 10(N0)"GL(2, k)GL(2, O) } Z
and L(s, f ) is the corresponding L-series. We denote by L(s, f, /~ M) the series
L(s, f ) twisted by the quadratic character /~ M=( vM). Let f be a new-form
and let have a functional equation from s  1&s. If there exists a quadratic
character / such that the sign of the functional equation of L(s, f, /) is not
equal to &1, then there are infinitely many quadratic characters /~ M=( vM)
such that
L(12, f, /~ M){0.
Proof. It is an easy corollary of the Theorem 4.2.
Theorem 4.2 (The Average Value of Quadratic Twists of L-Functions).
Suppose f is a GL(2) automorphic form over a rational function field. Then
:
k monic
(k, N0=1)
k sq free
deg k=n
L(12, f, /k)=CN0 } L(1, f, 
2) qn+O(q(n2)(1+$)),
where q is the number of elements in the ground field, N0 is the level of f,
$>0, f is normalized to have functional equation as s  1&s, L(1, f, 2) is
the value of the symmetric square L-function of f at w=1. We define the
symmetric square L-function as
L(w, f, 2)=‘
p
(1&:2p | p|
&w)&1 (1&;2p | p|
&w)&1 (1&| p|&w)&1
and
CN 0={{N0 } G } ‘
( p, N 0)=1
(1+2 | p|&2&2 | p| &3&| p|&4) } ‘&1(2),
{=
2q
(q&1) log q
,
{N0= ‘
p | N0
\1+ 1| p|+
2
\1& 1| p|+ .
G is a nonzero constant involving the convolution of Whittaker functions at
a certain point. See (4.6). The implied constant depends on N0 and q but is
independent of n.
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To prove this theorem let us first state and prove a few lemmas.
Lemma 4.3. If k is a square free, then Af (k)=1, where Af (k) is as given
in (3.2).
Proof. Recall from (3.2)
Af (k)= :
d22 | k
|d2 |&2w+1 {(d2) ‘
p | d 2
p |% kd 22
Lp(w, f, /~ kd22).
Now k is square free, thus the summation is over d2=1. Hence, we have
the lemma.
Lemma 4.4. For a prime p, and Bf (w, k) as in (3.2), we have
:
p2 | k
deg k=n
Bf (w, k)= :
deg k=n
Bf (w, k)& :
(a, p)=1
a( p2)
:
k#a( p2)
deg k=n
Bf (w, k)
& :
(a, p)=1
a( p)
:
k#a( p)
deg k=n&deg p
Bf /~ p (w, k), (4.1)
where f/~ p is the automorphic form of f twisted by /~ p=( vp) of level p
2N0 .
Proof. It is easy to check that
Bf (w, k$p)=Bf/~ p(w, k$). (4.2)
Thus
:
k#ap( p 2)
deg k=n
Bf (w, k)= :
k$#a( p)
deg k$=n&deg p
Bf (w, k$p)
= :
k$#a( p)
deg k$=n&deg p
Bf/~ p (w, k$). (4.3)
Putting (4.2) and (4.3) together we get the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 4.5. For a prime p, ( p, N0)=1, we have
:
(k, N 0)=1
deg k=n
p2 | k
Bf (w, k)= :
(k, N0)=1
deg k=n
Bf (w, k)& :
(a, p)=1
a( p 2)
:
(k, N0)=1
deg k=n
k#a( p2)
Bf (w, k)
& :
(a, p)=1
a( p)
:
(k, N0)=1
deg k=n&deg p
k#a( p)
Bf /~ p(w, k). (4.4)
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Proof. Putting an extra condition (k, N0)=1 to each term in
Lemma 4.4, we get the lemma.
Let us recall Proposition 3.1. For N0 | N, (a, N)=1,
:
k#a(N)
deg k=n
Bf (12, k)=qn
{{N
8(N)
EN(12, a) } G+Error. (4.5)
Note that EN(12, a)=EN(12, a) and G\(1, 12)=G\(1, 12), as they
are real.
Also,
G=&
G+(1, 12)+q?ilog qG&(1, 12)(=+1)
G+(1, 12)+=~ G&(1, 12)
q
{=
2q
(q&1) log q
{N= ‘
p | N \1+
1
| p|+
2
\1& 1| p|+ (4.6)
EN(w, a)= ‘
p | N \1&\
p
a+ :p | p|&w+
&1
\1&\pa+ ;p | p| &w+
&1
_ ‘
p |3 N
(1&:2p | p|
&2w)&1 (1&;2p | p|
&2w)&1 (1+| p|&2w).
Lemma 4.6. For any N such that N0 | N, we have
:
(a, N)=1
a mod N
:
k#a(N)
deg k=n
Bf (12, k)=qn{ } {NG } L(1, f, 2) } ‘&1(2)+Error.
Proof. The following computations are for the main term. We will
estimate the error term in the proof of the main Theorem 4.2.
Substituting for deg k=n, k#a(N) Bf (12, k), from (4.5) we have
:
(a, N)=1
a mod N
:
k#a(N)
deg k=n
Bf (12, k)
= :
(a, N)=1
a mod N
qn{ } {N
8(N)
EN(12, a) } G+Error
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=
qn{ } {N
8(N)
} G :
(a, N)=1
a mod N
‘
p | N \1&\
p
a+ :p | p|&12+
&1
_\1&\pa+ ;p | p| &12+
&1
‘
p |% N
Lp(1, f, 2)
_(1&| p|&2)+Error
=
qn{ } {N
8(N)
} G :
(a, N)=1
a mod N
:
O p | N
p | m \
m
a + am |m|&12
_ ‘
p |% N
Lp(1, f, 2) } (1&| p|&2)+Error
=
qn{ } {N
8(N)
} G :
O p | N
p | m
:
(a, N)=1
a mod N \
m
a + am |m|&12
_ ‘
p |% N
Lp(1, f, 2) } (1&| p|&2)+Error.
Note that for m as above,
:
(a, N)=1
a mod N \
m
a+={
0
8(N)
m not a perfect square
when m is a square.
Therefore
:
(a, N)=1
a mod N
:
k#a(N)
deg k=n
Bf (12, k)
=qn{ } {N } G } :
O p | N
p | m
am2 ( |m| 2)&12
_ ‘
p |3 N
Lp(1, f, 2) } (1&| p| &2)+Error
=qn{ } {N } G } ‘
p | N
:

n=0
ap2n ( | p| 2n)&12
_ ‘
p |3 N
Lp(1, f, 2) } (1&| p| &2)+Error
=qn{ } {N } G } ‘
p
Lp(1, f, 2) (1&| p|&2)+Error
=qn{ } {N } G } L(1, f, 2) } ‘&1(2)+Error
=qn{ } {N G } L(1, f, 2) } ‘&1(2)+Error.
Hence, the lemma.
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Lemma 4.7. For any (M, N0)=1, we have
:
(a, M)=1
a mod M
:
(k, N0)=1
deg k=n
k#a(M)
Bf (12, k)=qn{ } {N 0 } {M G } L(1, f, 
2) } ‘&1(2)+Error.
Proof.
Left side above= :
(a, M)=1
a mod M
:
(k, N0)=1
deg k=n
k#a(M)
Bf (12, k)
= :
(a, M)=1
a mod M
:
(b, N0)=1
b mod N0
:
k#b(N0)
deg k=n
k#a(M)
Bf (12, k).
Writing c=aN0+bM, then as a varies mod M and b varies mod N0
implies c varies mod MN0 . Thus the above
= :
(c, MN0)=1
c mod MN0
:
k#c(MN0)
deg k=n
Bf (12, k).
Applying Lemma 4.6 to MN0 , we have
Left side=qn } { } {MN0 } G } L(1, f, 
2) } ‘&1(2)+Error
=qn } { } {M } {N0 } G } L(1, f, 
2) } ‘&1(2)+Error.
Hence the lemma.
Define for (r, N0)=1,
Ar2=Main term of \ :
(k, N0)=1
deg k=n
r2 | k
Bf (12, k)+ . (4.7)
Let us compute Ap2 first, that is the case where r=prime.
From Lemma 4.5, we have
Ap2=Main term of \ :
(k, N0)=1
deg k=n
Bf (12, k)& :
(a, p)=1
a( p2)
:
(k, N 0)=1
deg k=n
k#a( p2)
Bf (12, k)
& :
(a, p)=1
a( p)
:
(k, N0)=1
deg k=n&deg p
k#a( p)
Bf /p(12, k)+ . (4.8)
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Substituting results from Lemma 4.7 into the above equation (4.8), we
get
Ap 2=qn } G } { } {N0 } L(1, f, 
2) } ‘&1(2)&qn } G } { } {N0 } {p2 L(1, f, 
2)
_‘&1(2)&qn } G } { } {N0 }
{p
| p|
L(1, f, 2) } ‘&1(2)
=qn{ } {N0 } G } L(1, f, 
2) } ’&1(2)
__1&\1+ 1| p|+
2
\1& 1| p|+&
1
| p| \1+
1
| p|+
2
\1& 1| p|+&
=qn{ } {N0 } G } L(1, f, 
2) } ‘&1(2)(&2p&2+2p&3+ p&4). (4.9)
For N0 | N, (N, r)=1, let r be the product of distinct primes. Then the
following is true:
:
r2 | k
deg k=n
(k, N)=1
Bf (12, k)= :
a(N)
:
r2 | k
deg k=n
k#a(N)
Bf (12, k)
=qnG } L(1, f, 2) } ‘&1(2) } { } {N
_‘
p | r
[&2 | p|&2+2 | p|&3+| p|&4]+Error. (4.10)
We will prove the above result by induction. For r=1, it is the same as
(4.9). Assuming (4.10) is true for r, let us show that is true for pr, p |3 r.
:
r 2 | k
deg k=n
(k, N)=1
Bf (12, k)= :
a(N)
:
r2 | k
deg k=n
k#a(N)
Bf (12, k)& :
a(N)
:
b( p 2)
:
r2 | k
k#b( p2)
deg k=n
k#a(N)
Bf (12, k)
& :
a(N)
:
bp( p 2)
:
r 2 | k
k#b( p 2)
deg k=n
k#a(N)
Bf (12, k)
= :
a(N)
:
r2 | k
deg k=n
k#a(N)
Bf (12, k)& :
c(Np 2)
:
r2 | k
deg k=n
k#c(Np2)
Bf (12, k)
& :
c(Np)
:
r2 | k
deg k=n&deg p
k#c(Np)
Bf /~ p (12, k).
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By Chinese remainder theorem, (4.3), and induction hypothesis, we have
:
r2 | k
deg k=n
(k, N)=1
Bf (12, k)=qnG } L(1, f, 2) } ‘&1(2) } { } ‘
l | r
_[&2 |l |&2+2 |l |&3+|l |&4] \{N&{Np2&{Np| p|++Error
=qnG } L(1, f, 2) } ‘&1(2) } { } {N
_‘
l | pr
[&2 |l |&2+2 |l |&3+|l |&4]+Error. (4.11)
Now set
Ar 2=
Ar2
{ } {N0 } q
nGL(1, f, 2) } ‘&1(2)
=‘
p | r
(&2 | p|&2+2 | p| &3+| p| &4).
(4.12)
Then we have shown that A is multiplicative.
Now, let us prove Theorem 4.2.
Proof of Theorem 4.2. A squarefree sieve method is outlined in [7]. In
terms of sets [7] implies
[k | k sq free]=:
r
+(r)[k | r2 | k]. (4.13)
If we put the condition deg k=n, (k, N0)=1 to each of the terms on
both sides of Eq. (4.13), we have
:
k monic
(k, N0)=1
k sq free
deg k=n
L(12, f, /k)= :
k monic
(k, N0)=1
k sq free
deg k=n
Bf (12, k)
= :
deg rn2
r monic
(r, N0)=1
+(r) } Ar2+Error. (4.14)
We will deal with this error term later on. The main term is then
:
(r, N0)=1
r monic
+(r) } Ar 2={ } {N0q
nG } L(1, f, 2) } ‘&1(2) :
(r, N0)=1
r monic
+(r) } Ar2
(4.15)
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Consider 
(r, N 0)=1
r monic +(r) } Ar 2 . As in (4.14), we have
:
(r, N0)=1
r monic
+(r) } Ar 2= ‘
p |3 N0
:

n=0
+( pn) } Ap2n
= ‘
p |3 N0
(1&Ap2),
where
1 r= p1 } p2 } } } pn where n is even
+(r)={&1 r= p1 } p2 } } } pn where n is odd0 otherwise.
Therefore, substituting the above and (4.9) into (4.15), we have
:
(r, N0)=1
r monic
+(r) Ar2={ } {N0 q
nG } L(1, f, 2) } ‘&1(2)
_ ‘
p |3 N 0
(1+2 | p| &2&2 | p|&3&| p|&4). (4.16)
The proof for the main term part of Theorem 4.2 is thus completed.
Now, let us consider the error term and give a bound to it.
By (4.5) we know k#a(N), deg k=n Bf (w, k)=Main term+Error term
By Proposition 3.2, we have that
|Error|RC0(N)RO(c^(N) |N| &1). (4.17)
Here C is a constant dependent only on q and ^(N) is the number of
prime factors of N.
Now for any r, r squarefree, refer to (4.7)
:
(k, N0)=1
deg k=n
r2 | k
Bf (12, k) =
def
Main term+O \: } } } :+ :a(r2) :k#a(r 2) |C0(r
2)|+ .
(4.18)
Note that the terms inside O( } } } ) as above are RC ^(r2) . This is because
each term looks like
\ :
a(mod > pj
i
j)
:
k#a(> j pj
i
j)
Bf /(12, k), (4.19)
where pj | r, ij=0, 1, 2, and /=( v>j pi $jj ) with i $j=1 only if ij=1.
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Applying Proposition 3.2 to the inner sum, it is
R :
a(mod >j pj
i
j)
C ^(>j p j
i
j ) }‘j p
i j
j }
&1
R8\‘j p
i j
j + C ^(> j pj
i
j ) }‘j p
i j
j }
&1
RC ^(r 2) .
Also, there are total of 3^(r) terms as in (4.19) inside O( } } } ) of (4.18).
Thus
:
(k, N0)=1
deg k=n
r 2 | k
Bf (12, k)=Main term+O(3^(r) } C ^(r
2)). (4.20)
Now let us find the error in (4.14).
Error in (4.14)=O \ :
deg rn2
3^(r) } C ^(r2)+
=O \ :
deg rn2
3^(r) } C ^(r2)
|r| 1+=
} |r| 1+=+
=O(q(n2)(1+=)) (4.21)
where r (3^(r) } C ^(r
2))|r| 1+= converges. It is bounded by a constant
dependent only on q and =. Now
:
deg rn2
+(r) Ar2=:
r
+(r) Ar2+O \ n+1qn2+1+ . (4.22)
Combining (4.21) and (4.16), we have
:
deg rn2
+(r) Ar2=qn } { } {N 0 } G } :
deg rn2
+(r) Ar 2
=qn } { } {N 0 } G } ‘
p |3 N0
\1+ 2| p| 2&
2
| p| 3
&
1
| p| 4+
+O(qn } (n+1) } q&n2)
=qn } { } {N 0 } G } ‘
p |3 N0
\1+ 2| p| 2&
2
| p| 3
&
1
| p| 4+
+O(q(n2)(1+$)) (4.23)
for any small $<0.
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Putting (4.21), (4.23), and (4.14) together, we have
:
deg k=n
(k, N 0)=1
k sq free
k monic
L(12, f, /k)= :
(k, N0)=1
deg rn2
+(r) Ar 2+Error
=qn } { } {N0 } G ‘
p |3 N 0
\1+ 2| p| 2&
2
| p| 3
&
1
| p| 4+
+O(q(n2)(1+$))+O(q (n2)(1+=))
=qn } { } {N0 } G ‘
p |3 N 0
\1+ 2| p| 2&
2
| p| 3
&
1
| p| 4+
+O(q(n2)(1+$))
for any small $>0, set ==$.
Hence we have Theorem 4.2.
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